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CCPO Note: As we and many other students of Bible prophecy have predicted, the globalists have
now openly announced their plan for a digital vaccine passport and are “calling for the
establishment of ‘global digital health networks’ that build on existing digital COVID-19 vaccine
passport schemes.” Apparently, the lull in the COVID-19 storm is about over. (See CCPO notes on
previous handouts, including As China Doubles Down On COVID, Some Have Had Enough.)
Peoples’ enthusiasm for the experimental COVID-19 gene therapy injections have waned, amid
mounting evidence that they are neither effective nor safe. However, this new passport requirement
will pressure formerly reluctant individuals to cooperate with the next step towards global marking
and tracking of all people, just as Bible describes, when the future antichrist “causes all, the small
and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free men and the slaves, to be given a mark on
their right hand or on their forehead, and he provides that no one will be able to buy or to sell,
except the one who has the mark, either the name of the beast or the number of his name”
(Revelation 13:16, 17).
That we are witnessing the rollout of the vaccine passport, along with many other “signs of the
times,” reveals that we are fast approaching a future seven-year period in human history often
referred to as the Tribulation Period. Christians know that Jesus will appear to take use to be with
Him before this time. Will you be one? If you are unsure, please see “Normal” isn’t coming back,
Jesus is” (calvarypo.org/normal-isnt-coming-back-jesus-is-are-you-ready/) or contact us
(calvarypo.org/contact/).
Leaders of the Group of 20 (G20) have issued a joint declaration promoting a global standard on proof of
vaccination for international travel and calling for the establishment of “global digital health networks” that
build on existing digital COVID-19 vaccine passport schemes. The joint statement followed the conclusion
of the G20 summit held in Bali, Indonesia, where leaders discussed global challenges and coordinating
policies in response, including to future pandemics. “We acknowledge the importance of shared technical
standards and verification methods, under the framework of the IHR (2005), to facilitate seamless
international travel, interoperability, and recognizing digital solutions and non-digital solutions, including
proof of vaccinations,” the G20 joint declaration reads.
The International Health Regulations (2005) is an instrument of international law developed under the
auspices of the World Health Organization (WHO) that lays down a global framework for responding to the
international spread of disease. The WHO-backed standard, which entered into force in 2007, required
countries to strengthen surveillance capacities at border crossings and introduced a series of health
documents, including international certificates of vaccination.
Besides acknowledging the utility of the IHR framework, the G20 leaders said…
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(CCPO Note: See also related article, “G20 Pushes Vaccine Passports For All Future International Travel”
at https://www.zerohedge.com/political/g20-declares-vaccine-passports-needed-future-international-travel. )

